We report the first detection in the interstellar medium of the Z-isomer of cyanomethanimine (HNCHCN), an HCN dimer proposed as precursor of adenine. We identified six transitions of Z-cyanomethanimine, along with five transitions of Ecyanomethanimine, using IRAM 30m observations towards the Galactic Center quiescent molecular cloud G+0.693. The Z-isomer has a column density of (2.0±0.6)×10 14 cm −2 and an abundance of 1.5×10 −9 . The relative abundance ratio between the isomers is [Z/E]∼6. This value cannot be explained by the two chemical formation routes previously proposed (gas-phase and grain surface), which predicts abundances ratios between 0.9 and 1.5. The observed [Z/E] ratio is in good agreement with thermodynamic equilibrium at the gas kinetic temperature (130−210 K). Since isomerization is not possible in the ISM, the two species may be formed at high temperature. New chemical models, including surface chemistry on dust grains and gas-phase reactions, should be explored to explain our findings. Whatever the formation mechanism, the high abundance of Z-HNCHCN shows that precursors of adenine are efficiently formed in the ISM.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origin of life on Earth is one of the most challenging problems in astrophysics in the framework of astrobiology. To shed light on this complex topic, it is absolutely needed a comprehensive study of the chemical complexity of the interstellar medium (ISM) that feeds the formation of stars and planets. In this sense, the chemical family of nitriles can give important clues. Nitriles, organic compounds with a −C≡N functional group, play a crucial role in prebiotic chemistry since they are key intermediates in the formation of amino acids, peptides, nucleic acids and nucleobases (e.g. Balucani 2009 ). Adenine (H 5 C 5 N 5 ), one of the nucleobases of DNA and RNA, is a basic ingredient in the RNA-world scenario for the origin of life ⋆ E-mail: rivilla@arcetri.astro.it on Earth (e.g. Kaiser & Balucani 2001 , Ehrenfreund et al. 2001 , Bernstein et al. 2004 ). Oró (1961) reported the synthesis of adenine from a solution of HCN and NH 3 under conditions similar to those thought to have existed on the primitive Earth. Chakrabarti & Chakrabarti (2000) proposed that adenine might be formed during the chemical evolution of a star-forming molecular cloud through the oligomerization of HCN in the gas phase in four steps:
HCN → H 2 C 2 N 2 → NH 2 CH(CN) 2 → → NH 2 (CN)C = C(CN)NH 2 → H 5 C 5 N 5
However, by performing theoretical calculations, Smith et al. (2001) and Yim & Choe (2012) showed that the first step, i.e. the formation of an HCN dimer from two HCN molecules, does not occur efficiently in the conditions of the ISM. Therefore, the question of how HCN dimers can be formed remains open. Since they are precursors of adenine, understanding their formation mechanisms is of crucial importance from an astrobiological point of view.
The most stable dimer of HCN is C-cyanomethanimine (HNCHCN hereafter), which presents two different isomers: the Z-isomer and the E-isomer (Clemmons et al. 1983 ). These species are stereoisomers about the double bond N=C (see e.g. Fig. 1 of Takano et al. 1990 ) and the conversion from the Z-to the E-isomer requires an energy of 15.95 kK. The laboratory experiments and chemical calculations by Takano et al. (1990) and Zaleski et al. (2013) , respectively, indicate that the Z-isomer is more stable and lower in energy than the E-isomer, with an estimated energy difference in the range 238−382 K. Nevertheless, only the highenergy E-isomer has been detected in the ISM so far. Several lines were reported in absorption towards the bright continuum of the cluster of hot cores located in the SgrB2N complex (Zaleski et al. 2013) , while the Z-conformer was elusive. Recent searches of the Z-conformer in a sample of low-mass star-forming regions have also been unsuccessful (Melosso et al. 2018) .
In this work, we report the results of an interstellar search for the Z-conformer of HNCHCN (Z-HNCHCN hereafter). Using an IRAM 30m spectral survey, we searched for this species in the G+0.693-0.027 giant molecular cloud (G+0.693 hereafter) in the Galactic Center. This region exhibits high gas kinetic temperatures ranging from ∼50 K to ∼150 K (Guesten et al. 1985; Hüettemeister et al. 1993; Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2001; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Krieger et al. 2017; Zeng et al. 2018) , low dust temperatures of ≤30 K (Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2004) , and relatively low H 2 gas densities (∼10 4 cm −3 ; Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2000 ). Due to the low H 2 densities, the molecules are sub-thermally excited and hence the excitation temperatures are low (∼5-20 K; Requena-Torres et al. 2006; Martín et al. 2008; Rivilla et al. 2018; Zeng et al. 2018) . G+0.693 is one of the most chemically rich reservoirs in our Galaxy. Many molecular species have been identified in this cloud, including some of prebiotic relevance such as complex organic molecules (COMs; Requena-Torres et al. 2006 Zeng et al. 2018 ) and phosphorus-bearing species (Rivilla et al. 2018) . In particular, numerous nitrile molecules have been already detected in the source such as C 3 N, HC 3 N, HC 5 N, HC 7 N, CH 2 CN, CH 3 CN, CH 3 C 3 N, NH 2 CN and HOCN (Zeng et al. 2018 ). This rich nitrile chemistry makes this source an excellent target to search for more complex nitriles, and in particular Z-HNCHCN.
OBSERVATIONS
We used in this work a spectral line survey towards the quiescent molecular cloud G+0.693 carried out with the IRAM 30m telescope at Pico Veleta 1 (Spain) and the NRAO 2 100 m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank telescope (GBT) in West Virginia (USA), covering frequencies from 12 to 272 GHz . The observations were centered at the coordinates α(J2000.0)= 17 h 47 m 22 s and δ(J2000.0)= -28 • 21 ′ 27 ′′ . We refer to Zeng et al. (2018) for more detailed information on the observations.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The identification of the lines was performed using the SLIM (Spectral Line Identification and Modeling) tool of the MADCUBA package 3 , which contains the spectroscopic information from the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS 4 ) (Müller et al. 2001 (Müller et al. , 2005 Endres et al. 2016 ) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) catalogue 5 (Pickett et al. 1998) . We have used the CDMS entries for the two isomers of HNCHCN, which contain the spectrocopy from Takano et al. (1990) , Zaleski et al. (2013) and Melosso et al. (2018) . Since there are not collisional coefficients available for these species we performed the analysis assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions (LTE). We generated with SLIM-MADCUBA a synthetic spectrum to compare with the observations. We confirmed the presence of ten transitions of Z-HNCHCN in the spectra towards G+0.693 with a significant detection level (>4σ; see below). Six of these transitions are unblended, i.e., they are not contaminated by emission from other molecular Martín et al., in prep; Rivilla et al. (2016 Rivilla et al. ( , 2017a Table 1 ). Other molecular species identified in the spectra are indicated with magenta labels.
species, while the other four are blended with other species. We checked that the unblended transitions are not associated with any of the >90 species we have identified toward this source Rivilla et al. 2018; Zeng et al. 2018 ; see Figure 1 ). We note that not a single transition of Z-HNCHCN predicted by the LTE spectrum is missing in the data. The spectroscopic information of the six unblended transitions are summarized in Table 1 , and the spectra are shown in Figure 1 . This is the first detection of this species in the ISM. Then, we used the MADCUBA-AUTOFIT tool that compares the observed spectra with the LTE synthetic spectra, taking into account all the transitions considered, and it provides the best non-linear least-squared fit using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The free parameters in the fit are: column density (N) of the molecule, excitation temperature (T ex ), velocity ( ), and full width half maximum (FW H M). We did not apply a beam dilution factor since it is well known that the molecular emission towards this source is extended over the beam (e.g. Requena-Torres et al. 2006; Martín et al. 2008; Rivilla et al. 2018) . For Z-HNCHCN, since the algorithm did not converge leaving all four parameters free, we fixed the linewidth to 20 km s −1 , which reproduces well the observed spectra and it is consistent with the values inferred for other −CN species (Zeng et al. 2018) , and rerun AUTOFIT. The results of the fit are summarized in Table 2 . We derived an excitation temperature of 8±2 K, very similar to that determined for other complex species in this region Zeng et al. 2018) , and a column density of (2.0±0.6)×10 14 cm −2 . We present in Table 1 the velocity integrated intensity ( ∫ T * A dv) of the identified transitions resulting from the fit. We calculated the detection level of each transition comparing the velocity integrated intensity with rms × δv/FW H M × FW H M, where rms is the noise measured in line-free spectral ranges close to each transition, and δv is the spectral resolution of the spectra. Three of the identified transitions of Z-HNCHCN are above 13σ, two above 7σ and one above 4σ (Table 1) .
We repeated the analysis for the E-isomer. We identified eight transitions above >4σ, of which five are unblended (Table 1 and Figure 2 ). Since the AUTOFIT algorithm did not converge leaving T ex as a free parameter, we fixed it to the value found for the Z-isomer, 8 K. We obtained a column density of (0.33±0.03)×10 14 cm −2 . Three transitions are detected above 11σ, and two above 6σ (Table 1 ). Both conformers have velocities of around ∼68 km s −1 , consistently with many other molecules observed towards this region (see e.g. Zeng et al. 2018) . The molecular ratio between the two conformers is [Z/E]=6.1±2.4. The total molecular abundance of C-cyanomethanimine, considering both isomers, is 1.74×10 −9 .
We derived the fractional molecular abundances by dividing their column densities by the H 2 column density (N H 2 ) measured in G+0.693. We adopted N H 2 = 1.35 ×10 23 cm −2 as inferred by Martín et al. (2008) from C 18 O observations. In our calculations, we assumed that all molecules show a similar spatial distribution than C 18 O, i.e. all molecules arise from the same volume. The derived abundances are presented in Table 2 . The Z-isomer has a relatively high abundance of 1.5×10 −9 , which is comparable to those of other nitrogen-bearing species in this source such as CH 3 CN or HC 5 N and higher than those of e.g. CH 3 NCO and C 2 H 5 CN (Zeng et al. 2018) .
We also searched in the spectra of G+0.693 for other molecules that have been proposed as possible precursors of HNCHCN (see further discussion in Section 4): the cyanogen radical (CN), methanimine (CH 2 NH) and cyanogen (NCCN). Since CN is optically thick towards G+0.693, we have analyzed the optically thin isotopologue 13 CN. The spectra and the spectroscopic information of the studied 13 CN transitions are shown in Appendix A. The results of AUTOFIT are presented in Table 2 . Assuming the isotopic ratio of 12 C/ 13 C∼21 derived in this source by Armijos-Abendaño et al. (2014), we obtained a CN fractional abundance of 1.5×10 −8 . The results of CH 2 NH were previously presented in Zeng et al. (2018) and are also shown in Table 2 .
Since the detection of NCCN is not possible through radio and millimeter observations due to the lack of a permanent electric dipole moment, we searched for its protonated form, NCCNH + . We confirmed the presence of this species through the detection of the J=10-9 and J=11-10 rotational transitions (see Appendix A). To our knowledge this is the third detection of this species in the ISM after those in the dark cloud TMC-1 and the L483 dense core (Agúndez et al. 2015) . Our analysis yielded a fractional molecular abundance of 1.4×10 −12 for this species ( Agúndez et al. (2015) , the abundance of NCCN would be 1.4×10 −8 cm −2 .
DISCUSSION
Due to the lack of detections, very little is known about the formation of HNCHCN. There is no chemical formation route of this species included in the astrochemical databases KIDA 6 (Wakelam et al. 2012 ) and UMIST 7 (McElroy et al. 2013) . Zaleski et al. (2013) suggested that radical chemistry on the surface of dust grains might form HNCHCN. More recently, two possible formation routes have been proposed. Vazart et al. (2015) studied the neutral-neutral gas-phase reaction between the cyanogen radical and methanimine:
A different chemical pathway has been proposed by Shivani et al. (2017) both on the surface of icy dust grains and in the gas phase:
All proposed formation paths seem to be barrierless, which suggests that both gas-phase and grain surface reactions are able to form efficiently HNCHCN provided that the precursors are sufficiently abundant. Our data indicate that the reactants of the proposed reactions (CN, CH 2 NH and NCCN) are relatively abundant in G+0.693, with abundances ranging from 4×10 −9 to 1.5 ×10 −8 (Table 2) , which are higher than the derived abundance of HNCHCN by factor of around 9, 2 and 8, respectively. This suggests that these mechanisms might be able to explain the high abundance of HNCHCN (1.74×10 −9 ) inferred in this cloud.
Since we have detected for the first time both isomers, we can use the [Z/E] ratio to constrain the proposed formation scenarios. Vazart et al. (2015) showed that the gasphase formation route from CN and CH 2 NH produces a ratio [Z/E]∼1.5, regardless of the temperature. The calculations by Shivani et al. (2017) predict a [Z/E] ratio of 0.9 in gas-phase and of 1 on the surface of dust grains. Therefore, both pathways fail to explain the observed ratio of ∼6, which might indicate that we are missing key formation routes and/or destruction reactions. A complete study including all the formation and destruction channels of the involved species is needed before drawing firm conclusions. Interestingly, the [Z/E] ratio found in G+0.693 seems to indicate that the two isomers are close to thermodynamic equilibrium at the kinetic temperature T k of the cloud. If this is the case, the abundances of the isomers are related through the expression:
where ∆E is the energy difference between the isomers, and g accounts for the statistical weights, which in this case is 1. Takano et al. (1990) derived experimentally an energy difference of 237−382 K, which is in good agreement with the value of 370 K inferred with the quantum chemical calculations by Zaleski et al. (2013) , and with the value of 307 K more recently estimated by Puzzarini (2015) . Then, the observed [Z/E] ratio of 6.1 implies a T k in the range 130−210 K, which is in good agreement with the kinetic temperature found by Zeng et al. (2018) in G+0.693. This suggests that the two isomers are in thermodynamic equilibrium at the T k of the gas. We note that also the populations of other isomers in the ISM seem to be in thermodynamic equilibrium at T k , as e.g. the conformers of ethyl formate (C 2 H 5 OCHO) in the hot molecular cores located in the W51 and Orion KL regions (Rivilla et al. 2017b; Tercero et al. 2013) . Since the isomerization barrier between the E− and Z−isomers of HNCHCN is very high (15.95 kK; Zaleski et al. 2013) this process cannot occur in the ISM. This means that the T k derived from eq. 3 reflects the temperature at which the molecules were formed. Since the dust in G+0.693 is cold (≤30 K; Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2004 ) , and the gas temperatures are high (∼50 K to ∼150 K; (e.g. Guesten et al. 1985; Hüettemeister et al. 1993; Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2001; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Krieger et al. 2017; Zeng et al. 2018) , this opens two possible chemical pathways: i) gas-phase reactions occurring at the high kinetic temperatures of the cloud; and ii) formation on dust triggered by non-thermal energetic events like cosmic-ray impacts, and their subsequent release by grain sputtering in moderate-velocity shock waves. The latter scenario is plausible in the case of G+0.693 since large-scale low-velocity shocks are widespread in the region due to the encounter of two streams of molecular gas (Hasegawa et al. 1994; Henshaw et al. 2016) . However, the current observations do not allow to discriminate between these two possible chemical routes.
Whatever the formation mechanism, our analysis of the first detection in the ISM of the Z-isomer of HNCHCN reveals that its abundance is higher than that of the E-conformer by a factor of 6. Given the proposed role of HNCHCN as precursor of adenine (Eschenmoser Table 1 ). Other molecular species identified in the spectra are indicated with magenta labels. 2007; Chakrabarti & Chakrabarti 2000; Balucani 2012; Jung & Choe 2013) , the relative high abundance of this species, 1.5×10 −9 , argues in favor of an efficient synthesis of key precursors of adenine in space. This is a crucial step to understand how the basic ingredients of life could have been assembled in the ISM before their incorporation to the primitive Earth. The role of HNCHCN in the formation of more complex nitrile dimers, and in particular adenine, should be addressed in detail with new detections of HNCHCN in more interstellar sources and with chemical modelling. Figure A1 . IRAM 30m spectra of 13 CN towards the Galactic Center quiescent giant molecular cloud G+0.693. The red curves correspond to the LTE best fit obtained with MADCUBA−AUTOFIT. The vertical blue lines indicate the position of the transitions presented in Table A1 . Figure A2 . IRAM 30m spectra of NCCNH + towards the Galactic Center quiescent giant molecular cloud G+0.693. The red curves correspond to the LTE best fit obtained with MADCUBA−AUTOFIT.
